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Blue Key Taps Five Members Honor Physics Fraternity
♦

Griffin

Mandamus

Rayle

Wiggins

Roberts

Above are shown the new initiates into Blue Key. They will
serve one week's informal initiation carrying boxes and plaques.
They are F. F. Griffin, George Mandanis, Bob Rayle, Bob Wiggins, and "Doc" Roberts.

Wayne Ballentine Elected Treasurer
Of Methodist- Student Movement
Wayne Ballentine, Agricultural*
Economics, junior of Blythwood, urday night in the Jefferson
was elected treasurer of the South
Hotel. The speaker for the eveCarolina Methodist Student Movening
was Dr. J. O. Smith, pastor
ment at the annual Student Conference held this past week-end of the Buncombe Street Methodat the Washington Street Method- ist Church in Greenville. Having
ist Church in Columbia. Retiring attended the conference of the
President, Theo Monroe of Clem- World Council of Churches in
son ipresided during the business Amsterdam last fall, he used as
session held Saturday afternoon. his topic, "Getting Ready to Live
Other officers elected were Tomorrow." In speaking on this
Ralph Cannon of Wofford, presi- topic, he gave the major achievedent, Billy Cooper oFThe Citadel, ments of the World Council of
vice-president; Betty Kate Jones Churches. Organizations of 156
of Winthrop, secretary; and Ben different religious groups from 48
Cunningham of Furman, publicity different countries was considerchairman. Rev. E. Wannamaker ed one of them. Other achieveHardin of Clemson was elected as ments include the insight of poDean of the conference for next tential Christian leaders, fellowyear. Immediately following the ship of good people, and the inelection of officers, an invitation sight into the task of the World
was extended to the conference Council of Churches. From his
to hold it's annual meeting in conclusion he stated that there is
Charleston in 1950.
a social revolution in the makOne of the highlights of the ing, and what comes out of it is
conference was the banquet Sat- what we bring out of it.
The conference began Friday
evening, February 18, with registration of the students from the
various colleges of South Carolina. The opening worship service was given by the Wesley
The monthly meeting of the Foundation of the Washington
American Legion Auxiliary of Street Methodist Church, the host
Milledge Gordon Post No. 42 met group of the conference.
The worship service was fol,on February 22, 1949, at the Girl
lowed by an address by Dr. John
Scout Cabin. Mrs. A. E. Schil- W. Branscomb, pastor of the First
tter, president, presided.
Methodist Church of Orlando,
[in* the course of business, Mrs. Florida. He spoke on "The Sav"Walter Cox, membership chair- ing Remnent."
Following the worship service
man, Informed those present that
Saturday morning that was prethe national president, Mrs. Laura sented by the group from ConGoode, who was present at the verse College, Dr. Branscomb
-Spring Rally held in Columbia, again addressed the conference.
had presented her with the Pres- For his second speech he used
ident's National Citation for hav- for his topic, "Tenets of Our Protestant Religion."
- ing reached the membership
A worship service was presentquota for the year by October ed Saturday afternoon by the
10, 1948 She further stated that Winthrop College Wesley FounClemson Auxiliary was second in dation.
Another part of the program
the state to qualify for this cita- was the discussion groups. All of
\tion and she wished to thank ev- the delegates weer divided into
eryone for making it possible.
small groups to discuss any subrince February is the monthject that they desired.
Periods of fellowship and recaside for the observance of
"Americanism," the program was reation were held each evening.
The conference this year markin charge of Mrs. Hamilton Hill,
chairman on Americanism. Mrs. ed the first of which delegates
Harry Wilkinson and Mrs. Car- from the other denominational
michael, scout leaders,
with conferences from the state sent
seven girl scouts and two brown- official representatives. And in
ies, demonstrated the Scout Flag return the Methodists will send
* ceremony. Mary
Washington, delegates to their state convenone of the scouts, recited Sir tions.
There were 87 members of the
Walter Scott's "Lay of the Last
Minstrel," after which the as- Clemson Wesley Foundation atsembled members joined with the tending the meeting.
scouts in singing America.
Mrs. Walter Cox, chairman of
Girls' State, presented the Misses
Sara Jean McGrow of Clemson,
and Martha Sue Gaines of Central, who were representatives to
Mr. R. K. Eaton, Professor and
Girls' State during. 1948. The Head of the Carding and Spinning
girls gave an account of their Department in the School of Texexperiences and activities during tiles, recently retired, was honorGirls' State Week, and expressed ed Thursday afternoon at a party
a desire to return.
given by the members of the
" The motion was made and Faculty in the School of Textiles.
passed that the auxiliary should
Mr. Eaton began teaching in
again have two representatives to the School of Textiles in 1923
and, after 26 years of faithful
N Girls' State Week during 1949.
' At the conclusion of the pro- service, retired as of February 1,
gram the meeting was adjourned of this year.
and those present enjoyed a soAt the party Professor Gaston
cial hour and refreshments pre- Gage presented to Mr. Eaton a
pared by the hostesses, Mrs. silver platter upon which was inSthel Elmore, Mrs. W. T. Fer- scribed: R. K. Eaton, School of
rer, Mrs. D. G. Hughes, Mrs. R. Textiles, Clemson College, 1923Jones, and Mrs. R. R. Roark. 1949.

Legion Auxiliary
Meets At Cabin

Five new members were chosen
for Blue Key, national honor fraternity, this week, and the old
tradition of calling Blue Key
electees before the student body
for the first announcement of
their election, was revised. The
"worms" were called to the center of the Mess Hall at dinner
Tuesday and presented with the
placques which they will wear
during the informal initiation.
The new members are Floyd F.
Griffin, textile senior of Greenville; George P. Mandanis, electrical engineering senior of Spartanburg; Robert F. Wiggins, arts
and sciences senior of Mullins;
William P. Roberts, agricultural
economics junior of Lugoff; and
Robert F. Rayle, arts and sciences
junior of Eastover.
Griffin is president of Phi Psi,
honorary textile fraternity, and
of the Presbyterian Students' Association, a member of the YMCA
Cabinet, and is on the advertising
staff of Bobbin and Keaker.
Mandanis is a member of Tau
Beta Phi, Phi Kappa Phi, AIEE,
the YMCA Cabinet, and Tiger
Brotherhoods
Wiggins is Taps' business manager, a member of Tiger Brotherhood, the YMCA Cabinet, and a
past president of the Wesley
Foundation.
Roberts is president of the
Junior Class, vice president of the
Baptist Student Union Council, a
member of Tiger Brotherhood and
the YMCA Cabinet.
Rayle is managing editor of the
Tiger, secretary of the Junior
Class, a member of the Block C
Club, Tiger Brotherhood, and
Sigma Tau Epsilon, honorary arts
and sciences fraternity.

Air Forum Gives
Whodunit Written
By Len Magruder
By DRAMA EDITOR
The Clemson College Student
Forum of the Air made its initial
plunge into the world of- drama
last night with its presentation of
Leonard Magruder's original
radio play, "The First Bullet."
Directed by Ray Alexander, the
play opened on two enemy agents
deep in an abandoned coal mine.
From there, the story unraveled
to reveal a plot to atom-bomb
the world.
The actors were Ray Alexander, Harrison McLaurin, and Leonard Magruder. Giles Lewis was
narrator, Kenneth May was in
charge of sound effects, and Billy
Hay was engineer.
The second half of the thirtyminute program, aired over Anderson radio stations WAIM and
WCAC-FM, featured the "pastel
piano rhythms" of Marvin Leggette.

TEXTILE LIBRARY GETS
NEW LOOK
The Textile Library, Dean's Office and Secretary's Office has
been equipped with new, full
length draperies—a gift from the
Burlington Textile Mills. The
new draperies really give these
rooms a new look—and, in this
case, a better look.

Elects Officers;
Installation Programls Set for March 25

A chapter of Sigma Pi Sigma, national honorary phy-*
sics fraternity, has been organized on Clemson's campus
and its formal installation will take place on March. 25. The
fraternity is the only, national physics honor society and its
chapters are restricted to colleges and the universities of
recognized standing which offer a strong physics major.

Robinson

Dobbins

Frick

Jacques

Hiller

—♦

Clemson People Give
984 Pounds Clothing
For World Relief
The Christian Student Movements of the Clemson campus received from the Southern Baptist
Relief Center a receiving report
on 984 pounds of clothing.
All the "clothing collected in the
Relief Clothing Drive was shipped
to the nearest agency of Church
World Service, an interdenominational relief organization, in New
Orleans, La.
Notification that Clemson College people were donors is being
included with the clothing as it
is shipped overseas.
By special arrangement with
the center, all the clothing sent
by Clemson will be distributed to
students overseas.

Variety Show Slated
By Student Air Forum
The variety show originally
slated for presentation on March
9 by the Clemson College Student
Forum of the Air will be presented from 7:00 p. m. to 8:00 p. m. on
March 8 instead, according to an
announcement by Leonard D.
Magruder, general chairman. A
conflict in activities on the original date was given as the reason.
Application blanks for prospective performers can be obtained from any member of the
forum group, Magruder said.
The "live" radio program,
which will celebrate the twentieth successful program aired by
the forum, will be broadcast over
Anderson radio stations WAIM
and
WCAC-FM.
Sportscaster
Jimmy Coggins will act as master of ceremonies. Royall Norton is publicity chairman for the
show.

Retail Sales Room For
Dairy Foods Planned
A new retail sales room for
dairy products is being outfitted
in the basement of the greenhouse behind the Dairy Building,
in the space formerly occupied by
an animal pathology laboratory.
Better service for customers of
the dairy department's store, now
located in the basement of " the
Dairy Building, is the object of
this change, according to Professor B. E. Goodale. The development will provide more
floor space for prospective buyers
waiting to be served, and will
completely separate production
units from sales ones.
The animal pathology laboratory has been moved to the basement of Long Hall.

Long Service Honored

Clemson's chapter of Sigma Pi
Sigma was organized at a meeting held February 14. At that
time officers were elected and a
faculty advisor was chosen.
J. R. Jacques, a graduate student in physics of Ware Shoals,
was elected to be president of the
new organization, and L. H. Robinson, industrial physics senior of
Greenville, was elected vice-president. R. E. Hiller, industrial
physics junior of Greenville, was
chosen secretary, and J. P. Dobbins, industrial physics junior of
Spartanburg, was named treasurer. R. K. Frick, industrial physics junior of Spartanburg, was
named historian. These officers
will officially take office during
the formal installation services.
Dr. A. R. Reed has been named
faculty advisor of the group.
Four graduate students are eligible for membership in the new
club. They include Robinson and
Jacques; also R. M. Cauble, of
Salisbury, N. C, and W. L. Kincaid of Salisbury, N. C.
Undergraduates eligible for admission are Dobbins and Hiller;
J. M. Chovan, electrical engineering and industrial physics junior
of Bethlehem, Pa.; R. .F Collins,
industrial physics junior of Greenville; R. K. Frick, industrial physics junior of Spartanburg; J. C.
Rivers, industrial physics junior
of Chesterfield; A. L. Thompson,
industrial physics junior _of Anderson; E. F. Sapp, industrial
physics junior of Albany, Ga.; J.
M. Johnston, electrical engineering senior of Greenville; and A.
M. Howard, arts and science
junior of Americus, Ga.
Chapters of Sigma Pi Sigma receive into membership physics
students and a few others in
closely related fields when such
students attain high standards of
scholarship, professional merit,
and academic distinction.
The national society has grown
to a strength of 6,400 members in
a period of twenty-seven years.
"Today, Sigma Pi Sigma is well
recognized by leaders in physics
for the effective accomplishments
of its objectives. The society
holds a dignified place among
scientific organizations, and fills
a real need in the advancement
and diffusion of knowledge and
interest of physics among students," a spokesman of the newly-organized chapter stated.

Rev. Jones Speaks At
Wesleyan Banquet
Rev. E. S. Jones, pastor of the
Wesley Memorial Methodist
Church of Columbia, spoke at the
Clemson Wesley Foundation annual banquet last Wednesday
night. The topic of his speech
was "What Are You Looking
For?"
After the speech by the Rev.
Mr. Jones, a meal prepared by the
women of the local Methodist
church was served.
During the evening, David Sojourner, president of the Wesley
Foundation and master of ceremonies for the banquet, led the
group in singing. Entertainment
was also furnished by Jack Padget and "Bumps" Freeman, student members of hte Foundation.

Above are shown the new officers of Sigma Pi Sigma, new national honor physics fraternity just established on the campus.
They are L. H. Robinson, vice-president; J. P. Dobbins, treasurer;
R. K. Frick, historian; J. R. Jacques, president; and R. E. Hiller,
secretary.

Gfee Club Announces
Itinerary for Spring Tour
The Clemson Glee Club, with a
streamlined membership of approximately forty, is planning a
busy spring, according to Hugh H.
McGarity, director of music. With
its initial appearance of the new
semester, which was at the first
noonday convocation of Religious
Emphasis Week, over, the singers
are now preparing for their annual spring tour.
On March 11 the Glee Club
will appear in Anderson under
the auspices of the Jaycee Club
of that city. The musicians will
be presented by the Clemson
Forum of the Air in a half-hour
broadcast from Clemson over
WAIM on Wednesday evening,
March 16.
The second series of spring
performances begins with a trip
to Abbeville on March 22, where
the singers will be sponsored by
the Pilot Club.
The annual Spring Concert
will be given in the College
Chapel on Tuesday evening,
March 29.
On April 9 the Glee Club will
journey to Columbia to participate in a concert with the South
Carolina All-State College Choir
and the Southern Symphony Orchestra, which will be under the
baton of Carl Bamberger.
The year's activities will be
wound up with a banquet sometime in April.

Clemson Students
To Visit Lander
Thirty-five Clemson men will
be guests at a party given by the
Lander College Baptist Student
Union this Saturday, February 26,
at the college. The Clemson delegation is being organized by the
Clemson BSU, to whom the invitation was extended.
The students interested in attending must sign up with J. P.
Carwile, or Myron Smithwick by
noon Friday, February 25.
This is one of a series of intercollegiate parties being sponsored by the BSU.

Gamma Alpha Mu
Manuscripts Due
By Easter Holidays
Manuscripts to be judged for
entrance into Gamma Alpha Mu,
honor English fraternity for writers, must be submitted to Professor John D. Lane in Room 21,
Main Building, before prospective members leave Clemson for
Easter holidays, according to
Howell Arthur, president. Manuscripts may be journalistic work,
belles letters, poetry, or other
type of literature except academic
themes or "term papers." If taken
from publications, compositions
must be mounted on standardsized sheets of white paper.
Any number of articles may be
submitted. A minimum of two is
recommended for longer works
such as short stories; on the other
hand, between five and eight
newspaper stories may be desirable, depending on length.
Membership is determined solely on the recommendations of Octavus Roy Cohen, nationally
known writer of fiction.
Gamma Alpha Mu was organized in 1934 under the direction of
Professor Lane. Since its beginning, it has had approximately
eighty members, among whom
are Wright Bryan, editor of the
Atlanta Journal; Harry Ashmore,
editor of the Little Rock (Arkansas) Gazette; J. B. Hall, editor of
the Anderson Daily Mail; and the
late Ben Robertson, foreign correspondent during World War II
and author of three books and
numerous Saturday Evening Posi
articles.
LIGHTWEIGHT TRAILERS
To reduce weight and increase
load'capacity, a trailer truck company has been replacing carbon
steel body frames on its regular
33-foot bodies with lighter ones
of "Cor-Ten," a high strength,
low alloy steel containing nickel.

'49 Tigers May
Use Two Platoon
System
CLEMSON, S. C Feb. 24—
Whether or not Clemson will use
the "two platoon system" in its
1949 football tactics depends on
the progress of the long list of
candidates trying out for forward wall positions. Although
not assured, the backfield appears
to have the material needed for
both an offensive and a defensive
team.
With almost half of the six
weeks of scheduled spring football drills gone, Head Coach
Frank Howard still can't say anything definite about the type of
system he'll use, other than that
he will continue with the single
wing attack, nor can he pin down
any positive players as to where
and when he'll use them. This
situation can be readily understood when one realizes that the
1949 team will be an almost entire new machine.
Only four of last year's starters will be on hand for the rugged
10 game schedule next fall; Ray
Mathews will be the offensive
threat at tailback or wingback,
Fred Cone will continue at fullback, John Poulos at left end and
Gene Moore at center. The rest
of the squad will come from last
year's understudies or else from
the bohunk squad.
Even Jack Miller, the lad. with
that special "know-how" at kicking extra points and field goals,
ended his career with the Tigers.
His replacement is not known.
Among the many candidates for
starting positions are guards Dan
DiMueci, Tommy Skornschek,
Herman Knight, Jack Cox and
Pete Manos. DiMueci and Manos
are rising sophomores. At tackle,
former right end Bob Hudson
looms as the likely choice for a
right tackle berth, with big Luke
Deanhardt holding down the other
side of the line. Competition
will come from Billy Grigsby,
Sumter's Ed Martin, Dick G*illespie, and Jack Mooneyhan.
Although Gene Moore is assured Of the pivot slot, relief will
come in the form of Jack Brunson and maybe Gil Rushton could
be used a guard if necessary. The
ends will find Glenn Smith, a rising sophomore from Washington,
battling it out with Doug Herlong for the right flank, and Pete
McCauley, another Washington
product will vie with Gene Carson for Poulos' left end berth.
The backfield will find such
versatile men as Mathews, and
Cone, Bonneau Brodie, Dick Hendley, Jack Calvert, Bobby Williams,
Buddy Shugart, Frank Carothers,
Charles Mooney, Mike Kinney,
and the valuable Bobby Thompson, all racing for one of the four
backfield positions.
DR. AND MRS. BARRE
ON CAMPUS
Dr. H. W. Barre, chief of the
cotton division of the • United
States Department of Agriculture,
and Mrs. Barre, are visiting the
Clemson campus this week.
Dean of the School of Agriculture and director of the Experiment Station until he accepted
his present position in 1935, Dr.
Barre plans to make his home at
Clemson again when he retires

Heifetz to Appear Here March 4

Professor Eaton
Honored At Party

R. K. Eaton, recently retired head of the carding and spinning
department of the school of textiles, accepts an inscribed silver
platter from Gaston Gage, professor of carding and spinning.
From left to right are shown Eaton, R. C. Lathem, assistant professor of yarn manufacturing; T. A. Campbell, Jr., associate professor of textiles; J. C. Hubbard, Jr., instructor in weaving; and
Gage.

The Heifetz, world-renowned j "Hora Staccato," one of the
violinist, will give a concert in ' most popular of all short works
the Clemson Field House on Fri- for violin and piano, was made
day, March 4, at 8:00 p. m. He famous by Heifetz. Sitting in a
is appearing here under the aus- cafe in Bucharest one evening,
pices of the Clemson Concert Se- Heifetz's attention was caught by
ries,- and his is the fourth of five the strangely exciting melody beconcerts planned for 1948-49.
ing played by a local violinist.
Heiftz, now 48 years of age, He questioned the player and
has had a long and successful
musical career. He tells the found it was a work of his own
story of his life in terms of his composing. Awed and astonishmusic-making. Once, when Deems ed at the great virtuoso's interest,
Taylor was writing an article Dinicu, the Rumanian violinist,
about him and asked for detailed using a napkin for his manuscript,
biographical data, Heifetz said, "I presented the artist with a rough
wish you'd keep it short. Just copy of his composition. From
make it 'Born in Russia, first that, Heifetz developed the brillessons at three, debut in Russia iant "Hora Staccato," which on
at seven, debut in America in his program is listed—"Dinicu
Heifetz."
1917'."
Heifetz owns several violins.
Heifetz is not only a great concert artist, but is also talented as His favorites, however, are his
Guarnerius and his Stradivarius.
a composer and an arranger.

The Guarneruius, dated 1742,
formerly belonged to Wilhelmj,
the great German artist who
toured the country in the days of
our grandfathers. Before that it
was the property of Ferdinand
David, the famous violinist of
the last century. He was the
teacher of Milhelmj and gave it
to his pupil in his old age. At
one time, too, it came into the
possession of the Spanish virtuoso, Sarasate, who played it for
several years. Known as the
"David Guarnerius," it is listed
in all catalogues of historic instruments.
The Stradivarius, made in the
year 1731, is one of the fine examples of the master's last period.
This beautiful goldenbrown instrument is particularly
precious to Heifetz since it is intimately bound up with his ca-

reer. When he first came to New
York it was lent to him by a
private family to use as long as
he wanted. Just as soon as the
young man had the means, he
bought the "Strad" and has had
it ever since.
Heifetz has no superstitions or
complexes, and few eccentricicities. He believes (or says he
does) that his Guarnerius is
jealous of his Strad, and vice
versa . . . He has a particular
fondness for the number three.
He tries to get it in hotel rooms
or cabins. He doesn't know why
except that it might be that he
started playing the violin at the
age of three; also his numberscope once revealed 3 as the artistic, light-giving number . . .
He always carries on tour with
him an ancient ivory statuette
of the Chinese Goddess of Music.
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Talk of the Town

New Word Sending
Device Developed

By HOWELL ARTHUR
Somewhere There's Music—Here
I don't pretend to be a music critic. I
just know what I like.
I likede the Furman University Singers.
I suppose anyone who knows anything
about arpeggios and crescendo and bars
(musical ones) would say that the Singers
had power and force and subtletry. But
that isn't all. They were good, too. They
catered to an audience composed largely of
highbrows, but they got a lot of stomping
and whistling out of lowbrows like me. Not
that stomping and whistling are good manners; but anybody who knows Clemson audiences realizes that when a performer gets
such praise around here he must have what
it takes. It amounts to what politicians
call a rising ovation.
There were classical numbers, choral
ones, light-classical favorites, and popular
selections. What is more, the musicians
seemed to be putting their all into winning
the open-mouthed attention which they got,
even though they were stingy with their encores.
The program probably helped to better
relations between Clemson and Furman—
relations which, in the opinion of some
campus leaders on both sides, have been
somewhat strained at one time or another
in the past. Reciprocation of some sort by
Clemson in the near future, beginning a
mutual exchange of talent between the two
schools, could have no bad effects, and
might have some good ones.
The Baptist Student Union, led by
Charles Still (contrary to information printed in the Tiger several weeks ago, he has not
yet stepped down from the presidency),
sponsored the Singers' performance. It deserves a commendation of some sort. Orchids would be all right if it weren't that at
present the campus can boast no waster-disposal units (trash cans) into which the
flowers could be deposited when their natural freshness is gone. That, however, is a
steed of another hue, and will be saddled
and ridden in next week's installment, to be
titled, "Why Clemson Needs a Clean-Up
Campaign" or something like that.
Just Plain Bill
In all the fifty-odd years during which

the Cow College (-them's fightin' words if
a furriner says. 'em) has been one of the
South's leading founts of higher education
(it is so), the school hasn't had much truck
with William Shakespeare. Some people,
just because they didn't know him, winced
every time they heard the old fellow's name.
They thought him too highbrow for them
—too sophisticated and worldly-wise. Others may have liked to read his stuff, but
guessed that it wouldn't be very good acted
out on, the stage. It is barely possible that
some gave credence to the ancient gag that
the bard's works consist' mainly of timehonored saws wrought with some fair degree of skill into dramatic structures.
Natives of the region around Abington,
Virginia, have approximately the same agricultural-industrial economic system as have
residents of Clemson and its environs. I
know, because I am one of them. The farmers of Southwest Virginia and East Tennessee learned about Bill Shakespeare and other playwrights when Bob Porterfield's newborn Barter Theater was left on their doorstep by the depression which followed the
Republican Party's last attempt at national
government.
The ones who had studied
him found that Bill made much better
watching and listening than reading. True,
he was sophisticated and worldly-wise; but
he was also as practical and as earnest as
they themselves were. He had a homespun
philosophy much like that of the late Will
Rogers.
The difference is that Bogers'
prose masterpieces in an ungrammatical but
modern English are a bit more easily understood by present-day readers and audiences than are Shakespeare's verses done
in the English of his own generation.
Last night's performance of Hamlet
brought enlightenment to those few Clemsonians who had remained in the dark. It
was excellently staged, well managed, and
expertly acted. More of its kind in the
future will have upon students a broadening effect which is essential as part of a
well-rounded education.
Like BSU, Blue Key and the Little Theater
group deserve some sort of floral tribute
for having brought the Barter Players here.

TUwd 'P'IVM Otfoi @oMeye *&ay&
By BILL BERRY
Somebody swiped my joke book
this week; consequently I find
myself, at this moment, up that
proverbial estuary without further means of propulsion. As
most of you know, this is a very
sad state of affairs for a fellow
to get himself into.

Perhaps those last two will
serve to illustrate my "point.

Patron to waiter: These chops
sure are tough; are you sure
PLATTER
they're veal?
Waiter to patron: Positive, sir;
CHATTER
why, I'll bet it was only last week
that this animal was chasing a
The night was growing old
cow.
As she trudged through the snow
Patron: Yeah, but was it after
Do you remember when most
and sleet;
milk?'
of the big name bands used vioHer nose was long and cold,
lins?
One by one they have
And her shoes were full of feet.
From Winthrop's diet table dropped them until, finally, the
Anon.
comes this bit of advice to the last has fired his 'fiddlers'—all
"thicks" and "thins":
ten of them. Tex Beneke has deAt least half of the heredityAdvice to the thin:
cided that there is no advantage
environment controversy has been
Don't eat fast!
in holding on to them. Frankly, I
solved by an LSU professor.
Advice to the fat:
have never liked violins in dance
Says the prof: "The chances are
Don't eat, fast!
orchestras. Don't get me wrong,
that if your father and mother
I like violins but I think they
Well, until next week take my should stick to 'high-brow' music.
didn't have children, you won't
either."
advice and don't try to slam any In Beneke's case, the exit of the
Daily Reveille swinging doors.
violins cuts his weekly payroll
from $6,000 to $4,400. From these
figures we deduct that the players were averaging $160 a week
each. That isn't bad for 'just
fiddling around.'
In one of the old issues of
Downbeat I found a cartoon
showing a group of 'cats' dressed
He Roars For Clemson A & M
in berets, goatees, long collars,
A. McNeil Howard
and pegged pants. One character
Editor
says to the other, "What's a beBob Rayle
Howell Arthur
bop? Why, man, the inevitable!
Managing Editor
Associate Editor
It's a classic protest against the
J. W. (Bill) Snipes
chaos, the desolation, the abject
Business Manager
melancholia of our times. The
Jack Cribb
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frustrated emotions, impeccable
News Editor
Sports Editor
techniques and strikingly imagiJimmy Thomas
native innovations of the true
Circulation Manager
Member of
disciple are projected into a patIntercollegiate Press and Associated Collegiate Press
bounded by the Class of 1907 and published weekly during the school
tern of weird harmonies and franyear by the students of Clemson College
tic rhythms so overwhelmingly
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Virginia Seddon
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_
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mer, and arranger. Jackson is a
Office Phone 5841
former bassist with Woody HerEntered as Second Class Matter at the Post Office, Clemson, S. C.
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- ...
S2.00
man. He is organizing his own
Represented by National Advertising Service
420 Madison Ave., New York, N. Y.
band.

Bobby Williams, Smallest Man On
Team Last Year Will Return in Fall
By DICK DOWIS

A new technique has been added to the communication field,
combining the elements of television, radio and highspeed photography. This complicated device has the simple name of Ultrafax.
By Ultrafax it is possible to
transmit 1,000,000 words a minute
at the speed of light.
Demonstrated in Washington
last week by R. C. A., this new
prodigy of television has proved
its importance. "Gone With the
Wind," the 1,047 page novel, was
transmitted word for word in two
minutes.
Charts, news, advertising layouts and battle maps
were also successfully transmitted.
In addition to thesG astounding
feats, David Sarnoff, R. C. A.
head, makes additional claims. It
is his belief that through television and Ultrafax it is possible
to foresee the day when a radio
newspaper may be delivered
through the air into every home
with a television receiver.
He also believes it will be
possible to transmit full length
motion pictures from a single
negative in the' production studio
simultaneously to the screens of
thousands of theaters throughout
the country.

Next September when the
Clemson Tigers take to the gridiron and begin their fight to defend the reputation of the 'Gator
Bowl Tiger team, several regulars will be on hand to add their
skill and experience to the efforts.
Among the most reliable of these
seasoned veterans of the football
field is Bobby Williams, from
Spartanburg, who was the smallest man on the team last season. Size was no handicap, for
the little winkback distinguished
himself on defense as well as offense in every one of the Tigers'
victorious contests.
When Williams came to Clemson in 1947, it was after spending

-OSCAR SAYSthat he, Oscar, thought that
that the strong arms of the law
Blue Key was primarily a serdearly love to embrace the forms
vice fraternity.
of Clemson men. Ask Knute ComOSCAR SAYS
that only two of Blue Key's ings.
OSCAR SAYS
initiates, to his knowledge, have
that Giles Lewis is strictly
ever rendered service of any sort
snowed over at Converse.
to the men of Clemson.
-OSCAR SAYS-OSCAR SAYSthat he also picks Bill Reaves
that he would like to be informed as to the call to fame of as the "dog" most likely to really bark.
both Mandannis and Roberts.
OSCAR SAYS
.
-OSCAR SAYSthat Darby didn't get in Blue
that the whole deal smells
Key.
slightly of farce.
OSCAR SAYS
OSCAR SAYS
that Ryan is also full of bull.
that Pittman misses his days of
OSCAR SAYS
glory in the cadet corps.
that "Daniel Boone" Plyler
OSCAR SAYS
buddy, Vick.
• that certain campus femmes misses his OSCAR
SAYS
think Gus Shoolbred is pretty
that "Cotton" Bailey wants to
cute.
get in this column soooo bad.
-OSCAR SAYSOSCAR SAYS
that Dyer is the local bobby
that "Monk" Williams' grades
soxers dream man. Thought Rid- have definitely improved since he
dle held that position.
started wearing those intellectual
OSCAR SAYS
that "Creeper" Zeigler thinks glasses.
OSCAR SAYS
he's quite the man about town in
that he'd like to get some scoop
Columbia.
on "T. B." Love.
-OSCAR SAYS-OSCAR SAYSthat "I'm just hang with the
that Peters is getting to be quite
women" Strom seems to have lost a campus wheel.
contact around Clemson.
OSCAR SAYS
-OSCAR SAYSthat "Pop" Spangenberg would
that Pete McCravy is too old not miss that after dinner chat in
to be wearing the cadet's blue.
front of the P. O. for a nickel.
OSCAR SAYS
OSCAR SAYS
that Morris' ability to snow
that Kelly is still around.
'Cats Win Thriller
his cohorts should prove of real
-OSCAR SAYSthat Pettit is really one of In Last Seconds
value in the diplomatic service.
Will's boys.
-OSCAR SAYSDavidson's Wildcats snatched a
OSCAR SAYS
that he packs Blackwell as the
that "Slick" Wiggins is still last-minute victory from the
"biddy" most likely to really lay
searching for the girl of his Clemson Tigers here last Saturan egg.
dreams. Think he'll find her?
day night. The cats scored a goal
OSCAR SAYS
-OSCAR SAYSin the last 45 seconds to finally
that Lee's tastes and habits
that the "Moose" is on his best subdue the Bengals 54-52.
have changed since cupid came behavior which still isn't too
The North Carolina boys enon the scene.
good.
joyed a comfortable margin early
-OSCAR SAYSOSCAR SAYS
in the contest as the McFaddenthat he'd write about "Porky"
that Walter Moorman is defi- men were slow in starting. It
Gettys if he'd said or done any- nitely politically inclined, these took exactly half of the first
thing.
days.
period for the orange and purple
clad warriors to catch up and attain a 14-13 lead. Jim Reynolds,
June Pruitt, and John Snee almost matched the visitors point
for point during the remaining
Medical benefits to veterans at the same rate as child born portion of the first canto, but Wilare sources of many inquiries during the lifetime of such vet- liams, Cheek and Iverson paced
from former GI's. Answers to eran.
the cats to a 28-25 lead.
these and other questions are obQ. May benefits be paid for a
No different was the second
tained from the Veterans Admin- veteran's child not residing with half from the first as the two
istration and published in this the widow?
squads played leap frog with the
column by the Clemson Tiger as
A. Yes. Payments may be score.
a source to our veterans.
made to the person who has cusSpectacular shooting on the
Q. I am a World War I veteran tody of the child.
part of both fives kept the fans
and have been suffering from a
Q. I am going to college under on edge throughout the remaining
stomach ailment for some time. the GI Bill. Will I have to re- part of the contest.
May I go to a private hospital in fund the tuition if I leave school
Snee's amazing long shots and
my home town and have Veterans before the end of the school year? Pruitt's hard to guard overhead
Administration pay the bill?
A. If you drop out of college tosses were the main reason that
A. You may provided only if before the end of the period for Clemson held a 3 point lead with
your stomach ailment is service- which tuition has to be paid by about two minutes left in the
connected and you receive prior Veterans Administration, you will tilt. But failure to make some
approval from VA to do so.
have to pay VA for the time you last minute charity throws dearly
Q. My child was born five did not attend school or you will hurt the Tigers who saw a hard
months after the death of my lose eligibility for the training fought game slip by in the wanhusband, a World War II veteran. time covered by the payments.
ing seconds.
Is the child considerad a full
John Snee took scoring honors
(Veterans wishing further inbeneficiary insofar as death pen- formation about veterans' bene- for the evening with 17 points
sion or compensation are con- fits may have their questions to his credit. Jim Reynolds came
cerned?
answered by contacting the VA next with 12 markers, and was
A. The posthumous child of a Office, Room 8, Anderson Build- followed by June Pruitt who
veteran is entitled to allowance ing, 207 North Main Street, \An- garnered 10 units. Iverson was
high for Davidson with 14 points.
of death pension or compensation derson, S. C.)

Clemson Mariners
Sink Bird Swimmers
Clemson College tankmen bested the University of South Carolina aquabats 41-34 in a swimming meet in Columbia last Saturday. This was $ie first scheduled meet for the Tiger mariners.
The Tiger tankmen paced by
Parker, Converse, Watson, and
Morgan were in top form as they
won four of the nine events. Although the Gamecocks placed
first in five events the Bengal
swimmers placed more men in
the second and third positions
which enabled them to take home
the bacon.
The Summary:
300-yard medly relay: (U. S.
C.) Lamb, Millen, Rhame, 3:30.8:
22-yard freestyle: (C) Parker
'5, (C) Watson 3, (WSC) Thomas
1. Winning time 2:22.2.
50-yard freestyle: (C) Converse 5, (C) Brisendine 3, (C)
Saunders 1, (USC) Darby 1. Winning time 26.2.
Fancy Diving—1 Meter board:
(USC) Rhame 5, (C) Brisendine
3, (C) Saunders 1.
100-yard freestyle: (USC)
Rhame 5, (C) Parker, (C) Converse 1. Winning time 57.7.
150-yard " backstroke: (USC)
Lamb and Kelly 8, (C) Klinck 1.
Winning time 1:56.4.
200-yard Breaststroke: (USC)
McCain 5, (USC) Miller 3, (C)
Shadwell 1. Winning time 3:05.5.
440 freestyle; (C) Watson 5
(C) Morgan 3, (USC) Herndon 1.
Winning time 6:36.
400-yard relay: (C) Converse,
Sounders, Brisindine and Parker
7. Winning time 4:08.2.

The Veteran's Corner

-■.-

Kinard Will Make 2
Talks To Methodists
Dr. F. M. Kinard, dean of the
school of arts and sciences will
make two speeches in connection
with the Methodists' Layman
Day.
His first speech will be in
Greenwood at the First Methodist Church on Sunday, February
27. The title of the speech is
"The Bible and the Common
Reader." The second speech will
be at the Laurens First Methodist Church on Sunday, March 6.
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IVE SMOKED CAMELS FOR A
NUMBER OF YEARS AND
I KNOW HOW MILD CAMELS
ARE. I MADE THE MILDNESS
TESTA LONG TIME AGO!

some two or three years in the
Seabees. That year, Bobby starred on the freshman football team
and the varsity track team. The «
next year he had no trouble making the varsity football team and
his first Block C. He played in
every game that season and made a reputation for himself as a defensive backfield player as well
as a shifty runner from the wingback slot. He also won a letter
for broad jumping on the track
team that year.
DEFENSIVE STAR
Anyone who followed the Tigers
through this past season need not
be told of his outstanding playing, /
but just for review, Bobby played in every game, including the
'Gator Bowl contest on New
Year's Day. His pass defense
saved the day many times during
the year, and his fine tackling
stopped many an enemy runner
that might have gone for a score
against the seldom scored upon
Tigers. In the opening game, he
scored a touchdown to assist in
Clemson's easy victory over Presbyterian College.
You may wonder where Bobby
got his foundation for the brand
of football he has been playing
here at Clemson. It was at Spar- >
tanburg High School, where he
was a four-year letterman in his
favorite sport. In 1942, "Hearse",
as he is sometimes called, earned
the reputation of being one of the
best players ever to come out of
Spartanburg. And he well deserved that reputation, for he
scored around eighty points for
his team that season and was
named to the All-Southern and
All-State mythical teams. He also played in the All-star Shrine
Bowl game that year. Playing
against him in that game was
Asheville's Charlie Justice of AilAmerican fame.
Football was not the only sport
in which he was outstanding
during his high school career. He
was a two - year letterman in
basketball and was outstanding
both years as a star eager for
the Spartans.
OUTSTANDING GYMNAST
In Spartanburg High School's
annual affair, called the Gym
Circus, Williams made two records
for tumbling which still stand.
In the 1942 event, he amazed a
capacity crowd by diving over 24
men placed in single file. He also set a record in diving for
height from a springboard.
Williams has one more season
of eligibility left in football, and
two niore in track. He plans to
broad jump again this year for
the Tiger track team.
Bobby plans to graduate with
a degree in Textile Manufacturing in June, 1950, but he may
not pursue the field of textiles.
He has ambitions of becoming a >
football coach, and he may further this ambition by going to
coaching school after his graduation from Clemson. If he does
go into the coaching profession
and is able to instill some of his"
own ability -into the men he
coaches, he can't fail to turn out
a winning team, for he, himself
has always been on a winning
team.
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WELL, JOHNW, SINCE I TRIED.
THE 30-DAY MILDNESS"TEST,
CAMELS ARE My CIGARETTE,
TOO. CAMELS ARE SO MILD
-AND SO FULL FLAVORED!

Signature Record, &w
...and you'll know!
johnny Long has ™*»£*£^
let the bounce to g-e a brand
Ye
to an old-time ^»«u d Jing pleasure.
f?1SSfSS
Ple-rP) Johnny
And..-for htss

The Tiger

ny says

y

\^\

cigarette I've ever smoked.
cigareii-c * *

Make

the CAMft 30-DAYTEST
...andyou'll know!

NOT ONE SINGLE CASE
OF THROAT IRRITATION

due uSMctoinf.

Smoke Camels and test them in your own,'
"T-Zone." T for taste, T for throat. If, at
any time, you are not convinced that Camels
are the mildest cigarette you ever smoked,
return the package with the unused Camels
and we will refund its full purchase price,
plus postage. (Signed) R. J. Reynolds To«f
bacco Co., Winston-Salem, N. C

L
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Victory Hungry Tigers Trounce Maryland Cagers
"Snee, Haugk, And Pruilt Lead Tigers To
Win Over Liners; Holshouser Shines
Maryland's old liners were
lined right out of Tigertown Monday night by a ferocious band of
basketball Bengals who unleashed all their pent-up fury to
smother the Terps 68-49. The
victory hungry Tigers played perhaps the best game of the season as they put on a fancy exhibition of ball handling and shooting before 3,000 howling fans.
The Terps, who had previously
handed the Tiger basketeers a
sound defeat, immediately jumped into the lead, and it looked
like the tilt was destined to be a
replica of the affair played on
Maryland's home court. June
Pruitt, having recently returned
to the lineup after a- long absence,
poured in several points in succession early in the contest to keep
the McFaddenmen within reach.
But the Greer sharpshooter could
not maintain his tremendous pace,
and Maryland hopped in front by
twelve points about midway in
the first half.
Then, the Blue Ridgers, came
to life and with John Snee and
Doug Haugk taking turns pushing the leather througft the hoop,
Johnny Snee goes up for two points in Clemson's defeat of Maryland
Clemson passed and ran the Terps
off theij feet for the latter part
of the first half to rapidly dwindle away the early lead built up
»<&
by the Liners. The score read
Maryland 30, Clemson 27 when
the gun went off ending the first
half.

*UkHT VMUSS*
tAWCTCX

£
Sale On Reconditioned
RADIOS and RECORD
COMBINATIONS

STARTING AT $9.95

MARTIN RADIO SERVICE
Clemson, S. C.

NEW VIGOR
Banks McFadden had evidently
given his charges an intermission
time talk for the cagers began the
second half like Kentucky might
in a return engagement with St.
Louis. Clemson's towering center, W. A. Holshouser. replaced
Dwight Bell, who had done an
herculean job in guarding Maryland's fast-stepping lanky sharpshooters, and began to hit the net
with amazing accuracy. Holshouser's sparkling offensive and
defensive play along with Pruitt
and Snee's deadly shots swept
the Terps from the court.
The roaring spectators went
wild as Frank Gillespie repeatedly stole the ball to pass it to
Snee, Pruitt, or Holshouser who
would then convert it into two
points. Haugk also got his share
of units during the second canto
in which the Tigers counted 41

times.
Although
Snee,
Holshouser,
Haugk, and Pruitt walked away
with the Bengal scoring honors,
the defensive play of Jack Neel,
Gillespie, and Bell was a large
contributing factor to the evenings success.

Bob Hughes to
Pitch for Tigers

Luckies' fine tobacco picks you
up when you're low. . . calms
you down when you're tense!

By SCOOP REYNOLDS
When the initial curtain is
raised on the Clemson Tiger
diamondeers this season, there is
a major .'probability that a certain brown headed lefty will be
tossing them over the platter.
That young southpaw is the pride
of Edgefield, lefty Bob Hughes.
This smiling baseballer has had a
rather colorful career thus far
and is destined for great things
in the sport that Abner Doubleday founded up there in Cooperstown, New York, many years
ago.
Looking back over this moundman's past years we find that
"Bird-dog," as his friends call
him, has played baseball since he
could lift the horsehide. Beginning his sojourney in the sport
in the sandhills of Lexington
County at Fairview High School,
Hughes pitched and handled
chores at the initial sack when
not on the mound. After spending three successful seasons at
Fairview, Bob moved to Batesburg-Leesville High School where
he hurled the latter part of the
season for the Jackets.
Hughes entered Clemson College in the fall of '44 and lettered for the Tigers the following
spring, pitching in half of the
Bengals diamond contests.
RETURNS FROM NAVY
"Bird-dog" returned to Clemson this fall after a three year
hitch in the Navy, where he
served as a radar-sonar coera^
tor aboard a destroyer. While
pitching for the 4th Destroyer
Squadron Hughes won 8 contests
while dropping 2. From this outfit the talented southpaw moved
to the Key West Sonar School
where he garnered 9 wins against
3 defeats. In his first outing with
the Key West nine the fastballing
lefty sent 19 opponents back to
the bench for that long drink of
water after taking three swings
at the ole pill.
This past summer Bob pitched
for the Atlantic Fleet Destroyers
who won the championship of the
destroyer fleet in the Atlantic.
For the fleet championship squad
Hughes posted 13 wins against

Luckies' fine tobacco puts you on the right levellevel—to feel your level best, do your level best.
That's why it's important to remember that LUCKY STRIKE
MEANS FINE TOBACCO—mild, ripe, light tobacco that makes a
thoroughly enjoyable smoke. No wonder more independent tobacco
experts—auctioneers, buyers and warehousemen—smoke Lucky
Strike regularly than smoke the next two leading brands combined.
Light up a Lucky! Luckies' fine tobacco picks you up when you're
low, calms you down when you're tense. So get on the Lucky level
where it's fun to be alive. Get a carton and get started today!
COFR., THE AMERICAN TOBACCO COMPANY

4 losses.

With Hughes back the Tiger
mentor will be looking for another capable hurler to assist the
Edgefield flash bailer in pitching
the Bengals to many victories
during the weeks ahead.
Bob is a member of Block C
and is a very popular man with
the ladies. The later item is one
of the baseballers hobbies.
Hughes is enrolled in the school
of vocational agricultural education but would like to see a
course in physical education installed here at Clemson.

They're
popping up
all over
People have been wanting more and more
telephone service and we've been working hard
to provide it.We've added nearly 9,000,000 new
telephones in the past three years. Still more
are needed and are on the way.
But that's not all that we've been doing
to increase the usefulness and value of the
telephone.
Telephone service has been extended to automobiles, trucks, boats, trains and airplanes...
real progress has been made in expanding and
improving rural telephone facilities . . . wire
and radio relay networks have been developed
and enlarged ... research has started on new
electronic devices which promise to bring even
wider horizons of electrical communications
within view.
All this means better telephone service for
you . . . more people you can reach easily and
quickly... more time in your day... a larger
world in your grasp.

BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM

LSyMET—lacAy Strike Meant FsneTbdaeca
MAKE OUR STORE YOUR

HEADQUARTERS
FOR YOUR SHAVING NEEDS
Complete Line of All Razor Blades

Riflemen Drop Match
To U. C. Targeteers
Clemson's rifle team lost their
shoulder - to - shoulder match last
Friday in a close contest with
the Blue Hose targeteers from
Presbyterian College. It was the
season finale for the Tiger riflemen and gave them a 4-2 record
in shoulder match. The match
was a close one all the way, ending with a 1785-1758 score in
favor of the boys from Clinton.
High man for the Tigers was
Frank Gunby, who scored 363
points tp fall second to P. C.'s S.
H. Maxwell. Maxwell paced both
teams in the match- with 366
points. Other Clemson men placing high in the meet were: C. G.
Allen, 357; M. D. Rice, 353; M. R.
Levy, 343; E. H. Shelly, 342.
Next Friday, February 26,
Clemson will have the pleasure
of entertaining teams from all
over the state who will vie for
the state rifle team championship
here. Five teams, including Clemson, will be trying for the state
crown. Clemson rifle team coach,
Captain, George Coakley, will
base his team's hopes on the skill
of his sharpshooting captain.

TRIAL OFFER

NOXZEMA

MENNENS....

40* JAR only

SHAVE CREAM 49c
SKIN BRACER 49c7 98c

29

YARDLEYS....
SHAVING BOWLS

-<B» HoiH'1-''

SHAVING LOTION

plus tax

Wonderful for Poor Complexions,
externally caused Blemishes—Red,
Rough, Chapped Skin.

Plus Tax

OLD SPICE

Seethe New

SHICK ELECTRIC

HAIR TONIC

WHITMAN'S

Complete

FINE

Line for Men
Double Head Shaver

and

$21.00

Ladies

CANDIES

L C. Martin Drug Company
Specializing in
HOT DOGS
AND HAMBURGERS
Open 'Til 1:00 A. M.

P. S. McCollum, Owner
*
Clemson/S. C.
The Official College Book Store'
if
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Professor Claims Tabulation Of Prof.
Size Of College Is Defects Noted In
Not Sign Ability Purdue Univ. Survey

Dear Tom,
There is a deplorable condition
in existence on this campus. Of
this condition everyone associated
with the school—the students, the
faculty, and the alumni—is aware.
Depending on how one views it,
the situation has either been developing or degrading until something absolutely must be done.
Instead of an honor system, we
are attempting a police system.
This system is a complete fiasco
for several reasons. First, a system of imposing another's will on
a large group has never worked in
a democracy, nor will it ever.
Second, the professors realize that
they cannot effectively patrol a
class of 30 or more students and
eliminate cheating. Because of
this, few ever attempt it. Third,
many students consider this a sort
of challenge to see how much they
can get away with.
The very essence of this system
is wrong. Honor can never be
imposed on an individual; honor
is an innate quality of man, and
must be cultivated by the man.
The present method does exactly
the contrary—it supresses individual honor, and yet offers nothing in its stead.
No individual or group of individuals can be blamed for this.
When the school was smaller, perhaps the system worked as far as
stopping cheating is concerned,
but never has it, or could it, help
cultivate honor.
The stock "argument" against
an honor system is simply that it
won't work at Clemson. Why?
Because it didn't work at Furman,
or at some other school. This is
no argument. A school that has
turned alumni with the integrity
of Clemson graduates, men who
have become pillars in both
church and state, the backbone of
Southern agriculture and industry, must have some moral fiber.
Then perhaps the student body
has degraded? The students won't
admit it. The students as a whole
have the honor—they've shown
that in their dealings with one
another, and in their everyday
lives.
They have the honor —then
why don't they use it? In every
large group there are those few
who place personal gain above
personal integrity. How easy it
is to do wrong when at every turn
one sees his friends and classmates cheating and cribbing.
Why, then, if only a few lack the
personal honor, has the situation
developed into its present state?
That is easy to explain. There
are always those who' lead and
those who follow. The leaders
fall into two classes—those determined to do their own work
regardless of the cost, and those
who want a diploma—a diploma
which is an index of their craftiness rather than of their knowledge.
Let us follow this development
throught its several steps. One
group prepares for a test by
studying—long and hard. The
other, by spending a half-hour or
so writing out skinners. The latter group makes much higher
grades than that which did the
work honestly. The group of
followers is at a moment of indecision—should it work for an
honest low grade, or skin for a
higher one? Invariably the majority decides on the dishonest
course.
Part of the solution lies in the
elimination of those individuals
who persist in cheating, and thus
opening the way for those honest
leaders to influence the followers.
The next question is how is this
to be accomplished?
A student-operated honor system is the only solution. The
purpose of the system must be not
only to stop cheating, but also,
much more important, to bring
out the inborn honor of the student.
We need leadership. Who is to
take the initiative?
Billy Gaillard
Billy Hay

Attacking the present day technique of "grinding out" students
which several large institutions
of learning employ, Dr. Elton
Trueblood, professor of philosophy at Earlham College and chairman of the Friends World Committee on Consultation, declared
"the general output of colleges all
over the country is shoddy."
Speaking recently at Wilmington College's four-day conference
"Building for a Better Tomorrow," Dr. Trueblood said, "We
have fallen into the fallacy of
praising bigness in educational
institutions.
"Size is no measure of greatness," he asserted. "In a college,
fellowship must extend to all
parts or the size of the college
must be limited." He defined a
college as "that group of people
who try to raise their mental
levels by studying together, praying together, playing eogether,
and dining together. By this definition most institutions fail to
measure up."

OUR BEST grade heavy breed
chicks 200 for $15.00. Send for
Price List—Save Money. WorthSeeking an answer to the question of how to develop into a while Chicks, 101 W. North Ave.,
better teacher, Dr. Allen A. Baltimore 1, Md.
Smith of Purdue University's
sociology staff recently asked
100 seniors and graduates in educational sociology to write a
paragraph on."My Ideal University Teacher."
The statements were read and
CLEMSON, S. C.
.
the ten most frequently occurring traits were tabulated.
The list is as follows, in order
Friday, February 25
listed: "knowledge of subject,
"LET'S LIVE A LITTLE"
stimulating intellectual imagination, ability in teaching and orwith Hedy Lamarr and
ganizing subject-matter, personRobert Cummings
ality, to put across subject, abil-

CLEMSON THEATRE

ity to get along with students,
openminded and progressive attitude, fairness and impartiality,
interest in students, sense of proportion and humor, and personal
appearance."
'

Saturday, February 26

POP QUIZ
On Stage at 3:45 and 7:15 P. M.
Numerous Prizes From Local
Merchants Plus—

-RADIO SALES AND SERVICE
-ELECTRIC SUPPLIES
-AUTHORIZED HOT POINT APPLIANCES
-ADMIRAL RADIOS

MORGAN ELECTRIC SERVICE

—HBBOtfS
MCNS SHflfr
SENECA. S.C

A Complete General Merchandise Store
YOUR NORGE DEALER
Seneca, S. C.
Phone 630

Students at Clemson Look

SHARP WITH CLOTHES
LAUNDERED AT

CADET LAUNDRY
Frank Dillard, Mgr.

ON THE SCREEN

"OF MICE AND MEN"
with Burgess Meredith and
Betty Field

STONE BROTHERS

Monday, February 28 and
Tuesday, March 1

Civilian and Military Clothes

Complete Outfitters to Men, Young
Men and Students

Wed.-Thur., March 2, 3

"WORDS AND MUSIC"
$32.50
$23.50

SPRING MIRROR TEST SUITS
PALM BEACH DINNER JACKETS

with June Allyson and
Mickey Rooney

HOKE SLOAN

Easley, South Carolina

NIMMONS& FIELD CO.

"LARCENY"

JUST ARRIVED

COX'S PEANUT BUTTER SANDWICHES AND
COOKIES

COX SANDWICH & SPECIALTY CO.

$150.00

with Joan Caulfield and
John Payne

On Sale at Your Favorite Eating Place

Seneca, S. C.

GIANT JACKPOT OF

Wigington Auto Parts Co.

108 N. MAIN STREET

GREENVILLE, S. C.

YMCA Newsletter ...
During the war years the Clemson
College YMCA put ads in The' Tiger
from time to time to assist with the
expense of getting out the paper. At
one time, hundreds of copies of The
Tiger were mailed to men in the
service and to interested
friends.
These copies were collected by sturents who were contacted by some- '
body at the Y to give their Tiger after they had read it so it could be
mailed to these friends. Subsequently, the college authorized the mailing
of The Tiger to all men in the service.
This is by way of explanation of
why the Clemson 'Y' gives an ad
from time to time in The Tiger. Our
interest is to help with the promotion on this paper and to encourage
those who give much of their time
and effort to the making of The Trger
the outstanding college weekly
in
the State and in the South.
Many activities in the Clemson
YMCA are of interest to students,
alumni, faculty folk and others. We
list herewith a few of the things we
think will be of interest to you and
to other readers:
Several hundred students, campus
folk and others enjoyed Vesper programs presented by a delegation of
Anderson
College
girls
recently.
Among these taking part on the program were Elizabeth Ann Gurly of
tva, Laura Jean High of Dallas, N.
C, Syderas Ross of Blaney and Charlotte Henley of Decatur, CTa. They
were accompanied by Miss Juanita
Davis.
Quite a number of people enjoy
these services. We have recently had
Mr. Edward A. Driscoll, student .secretary for the southern area,
as
speaker at Vespers. We have also
had Dr. J. Owen Smith of Greenville,
Mr. J. R. Cooper and Mr. H. T. Haywood of the local staff and a group
of Clemson students, Charlie Still and
Myron Smithwiclj,. to . report on the
conference they " attended " at
Lawrence, Kansas, during the Christmas
hoidays.
A delegation
of
students from
Clemson presented a program at University of Tennessee.
Talks
were
given by Earle Morris of Pickens,
and Theo Monroe of Marion. David
Sojourner of St. George presided and
W. P. Roberts sang and lead the
singing. The group j|lso met with
leading students from UT and discussed their program and other matters of general interest.

Mr. Wallace Fridy, pastor of the
Bethel Methodist Church in Spartanburg, was one of the. leaders at Religious Emphasis Week. He and Mrs.
Driscoll were invited as guests of the
Clemson College YMCA. The «Y' also
helps with the expense of the principal speaker, witli. entertainment of
the committee and to help with the
program expense and advertising. It
was a pleasure to have Mr. Driscoll,
Mr. Fridy and Mr. Satterlee speak at
a number of high schools during the
morning periods while they were at
Clemson. This is a service appreciated by many of these school leaders and young folk.
A Red Cross Life Saving class is
being conducted iri the YMCA. Swim
classes hive been .conducted for nonswimincis previously.
The Clemson Y'MCA will be represented at the Area Student meeting
of the Y'MCA's in Atlanta Saturday,
March 5, ]949. E: M. Railings
of
Pagfiland,
Wayne
Balleniine
of
BIythewo&d, Theo Monroe of Marion,
and- P. B. Holtzendorff plan to attend this regional meeting.
On February 27 a delegation
of
Clemson students from the YMCA
will give a program at Winthrop
Vespers. Included in this group will
be Clyde Allen of Latta, Theo Monroe who wiii speak, also Harrisoii
McLaurin of Bermettsville who wilt
speak, Walter Moorman of Florence,
Myron Smithwick of Chester, and
Lewis Carson of Orangeburg.
Mr.
Holtzendorff will represent the
Y
staff and accompany these students.
March 1, Phil Prince and Bob .Martin have, been asked to meet with
some business men at Chesnee. Mr.
Holtzendorff will speak about YMCA
work. Doc Roberts has been invited
to sing and to lead group singing.
Friends of Mr. H. T. Hay wood will
regret to learn that he has been ordered by his physician to cease work
for an indefinite period.
A delegaton of Clemson students
will give a program at Limestone on
March 2.
-When you go elsewhere and „pay
more than you pay for picture! at
the Clemson Y, you make it more
difficult to show pictures at our low
rate and make it more difficult to
get new pictures soon. We hope you
will take this into consideration and
support the tY' in all it's programs
whenever possible and convenient to
:lo so. (P-iid advertisement).

FINLEY'S ESSO STATION
GAS . . .

OIL, < . .

GROCERIES

£sso.
WASHING—

—GREASING

PHONE 2481
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PENDLETON, S. C.

First Station on Right as You Enter Pendleton
"SERVICE WITH A SMILE"

Clemson Students Always Welcome

MAYFAIR GRILL
Anderson, S. C.

TREAT THE FAMILY

To a Delicious Sunday Dinner
— AT —

CLEMSON CAFETERIA
YMCA BUILDING

CHOICE OF:
GOLDEN FRIED CHICKEN

BAKED HAM

ROAST TURKEY AND DRESSING
VARIETY OF VEGETABLES, SALADS
AND DESSERTS
HOT ROLLS OR BISCUITS
COFFEE, TEA OR MILK
Mr. and Mrs. R. L. Morris, Operators

Ouit

Lack Of Housing Will
Cause Less Marriages
The availability of housing is
often the chief determining factor
in student marriages. This observation was made by Miss
Velma Morrell, housing supervisor at Santa Barbara College,
University of California, in reporting recently on the activities
of her office.
She said that while the percentage of married students will
decline as veterans complete their
education, there will nevertheless continue to be more married
students than in prewar days.
Of the more than 500 married
students at the College, cnly 89
are living in a federal housing
unit made available to the college while 434 are living throughout the town.
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The TOP MEN of AMERICA'S SPORTS
smoke CHESTERFIELD

FREE UNTIL MARCH 3
5 Tube Super Hetrodyne Philco Radio

JACK KRAMER says..."Because they're MILDER
Chesterfields taste better all the way.
It'5 MY cigarette/'

with every Philco Refrigerator purchased
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MARTIN RADIO SERVICE
CLEMSON, S. C.
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